
A
S AN undergraduate some
20 years ago, petite Virginia
Chan braved the waters of
the South China Sea for
three years to master surf-

ing. A decade later, she got curious about
the cello, putting in another three years
of practice to convey the lyricism of a
Bach cello suite.

Last year, the 41-year-old health-care
consultant wondered what made tradi-
tional Chinese medicine tick. Over eight
weeks at the National University of Singa-
pore Extension school, she plunged into
the world of ancient herbal concoctions
and holistic treatments.

Now, her mind is wandering to Asian
art.

“People are born curious,” she tells
The Straits Times. “But our educational
experiences put a box over us and a limit
on what we do.”

Not everyone feels this way in Singa-
pore. In fact, few readily attach a high val-
ue to curiosity, going by a recent survey
conducted by the Singapore Press Hold-
ings’ Research, Analysis and Planning
Department.

Over two weeks last November, it
polled a representative sample of 503 Sin-
gapore residents on what virtues they felt
were important to them. Each respondent
was asked to rate a list of 20 virtues on a
scale of 1 to 10, with 10 being the highest
score.

The virtues in question were culled
from an extensive list produced by promi-
nent American psychologists Christopher
Peterson and Martin Seligman in the
2004 book Character Strengths And Vir-
tues, and adapted after discussion with
local educators and academics.

In recent months, renewed focus on
character education in Singapore schools
has stirred public debate about the exact
nature and effectiveness of imparting val-
ues.

On paper, the state has operated
through the prism of self-declared
“shared values” comprising the following
statements: “nation before community
and society above self”; “family as the ba-
sic unit of society”; “community support
and respect for the individual”; “consen-
sus, not conflict”; and “racial and reli-
gious harmony”.

The Ministry of Education adopts as
its core values respect, responsibility,
resilience, integrity, care and harmony. It
says these are “enduring in nature” and
“remain relevant to current social
norms”.

Like all official values, they function as
aspirations and moral compasses rather
than simple mirrors on the Singapore
soul.

Just as well, because the upright,
squeaky-clean, family-centred image of

its people has been pummelled by recent
revelations of senior civil servants
involved in multimillion-dollar scams
and alleged sexual impropriety, as well as
news of Woodlands and Bukit Timah resi-
dents objecting to facilities for the elderly
near their homes for fear of the inconven-
ience they may cause.

Debate about this reached Parliament
this week, with politicians Sam Tan and
Lam Pin Min musing if there was a need
to address people’s growing sense of enti-
tlement and get them to take responsibili-
ty for their community instead.

Is Singapore undergoing a crisis of
values? As it hurtles towards an uncertain
future, what do its people really value?

Values in themselves are impossible to
measure. Most people aspire to ethical
behaviour, yet act differently based on
the value they attach to each virtue.

In the light of this, The Straits Times
attempted to extract the next best mea-
sure of the Singapore mindset, by
asking respondents: How impor-
tant is each virtue to you? And
what do you value most in life?

The findings were telling and
intriguing. “Honesty” topped the
list of virtues important to re-
spondents, achieving a mean
score of 8.92.

This was followed closely by
“kindness” (8.55) and “gratitude”
(8.50), as well as “fairness”
(8.43), “forgiveness” (8.32) and
“empathy” (8.29). “Love of learn-
ing”, peculiarly, earned a spot at
No. 7, and “principle”, “hope”
and “self-control” made it to the
top 10.

Crowding at the lower half of
the list were virtues like “humili-
ty”, “perseverance”, “open-mind-

edness”, “humour”, “courage” and “crea-
tivity”.

“Curiosity” languished at the bottom
of the table, albeit with a respectable
mean rating of 7.4.

Educator Alan Yip singles out the
relative poor showing of curiosity for con-
cern. The parenting coach, who has long
advocated that parents let their children
explore interests without undue pressure,
thinks it “terrible” that curiosity is not
prized. It explains why “we have schol-
ars, but no Nobel Prize winners”, he says.

Indeed, the balmy island republic of
five million is better known for its pres-
sure-cooker environment than an experi-
mental flair.

But Singapore Management University
psychology lecturer William Tov thinks it
is hardly cause for great worry, given that
respondents still attached “high” scores
of at least 7.4 out of 10 to virtues they felt
were least important.

That aside, there were several bright
spots in the findings.

Asked what they valued most in life,
almost 68 per cent of respondents chose
“family”. “Health” came a distant second
at 24 per cent, and that was trailed by “re-
ligion” and “love”.

In the ranking of virtues, the “love of
learning” occupied the seventh spot,
ahead of more old-school virtues like
“principle” and “humility”. Could this
perhaps be proof that people have inter-
nalised the official refrain that regular
reskilling was the route to a better life?

Associate Professor Tan Sor Hoon,
who heads the philosophy department at
the National University of Singapore,
feels this specific result might be peculiar
to Singapore. “I don’t think it’s common
to see ‘love of learning’ rated so highly in
other societies,” she says. “It shows we
value knowledge very highly.”

Perhaps the most heartening result is
the importance that respondents
placed on honesty, kindness, grati-
tude, fairness and forgiveness. It
gives a hint of a nation’s people ea-
ger for better relations with their
family, friends and countrymen.

National Youth Council Acade-
my adviser Leow Wen Pin is
“pleasantly surprised”. “I would
have thought that (other) values
such as perseverance would have
been more important given our
competitive environment.”

The results, while giving pre-
cious insight into the psyche of
Singapore residents, also raise
questions for the future.

Will these attitudes be enough
to sustain Singapore in the long
run? Mr Leow worries, though,
about the clearly lower priority

that people accord to “inner life”, given
that the virtues associated with it – spirit-
uality, creativity and curiosity – are all
bunched up in the bottom few rungs.

“These are virtues which are driving
development in the 21st century,” he
says, as the information age increasingly
thrives on originality and innovation.

Next, should the state pay more heed
to the preferences of its people? Assistant
Professor Caroline Koh of the National
Institute of Education asks: “If people at-
tach importance to a particular value,
how can we design a values education pro-
gramme that enables that value to be put
into practice?”

Beyond education, there are policy
implications as well. “Fairness”, for exam-
ple, was ranked fourth out of the 20 vir-
tues. Prof Tan wonders if future policies
should be crafted along that principle, or
should society strive for “excellence at all
costs, even if that means being unkind or
unfair to other segments of society”?

Finally, should society focus on under-
rated virtues instead? Prof Koh says:
“This is what people prize, but there are
other values which are important too. So
how should we promote them?” Should
the education system try to inculcate val-
ues like courage, “rather than delve into
values which people already appreciate”?

After all, what people often consider
as lower-order virtues may have a larger
significance. Humour is not a stand-
alone virtue, but what makes resilience
stick, says Mr Yip.

“Humour is the ability to laugh at our
mistakes... to dust ourselves off and do it
again.” A person with humour will con-
front failure thinking he simply got a pro-
cess wrong, he says.

“A person without humour”, he adds,
“would think of himself as the mistake”.
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CURIOSITY: Ms Virginia Chan has taken courses in surfing, the cello and traditional Chinese medicine. She is now thinking about learning Asian art. Not many people in Singapore attach such a
high value to curiosity as the 41-year-old health-care consultant does. In a recent survey, curiosity was ranked last among a list of 20 virtues. ST PHOTO: JASON QUAH

1
honesty

Telling the truth, being upright and genuine

8.92*

2
kindness

Being benevolent, compassionate and
helpful

8.55

3
gratitude

Being aware and appreciating the good
things that happen, and taking the time to

say “thanks”

8.50

4
fairness

Being unbiased and impartial

8.43

* Mean score: On a scale of 1 to 10, 10 being most important to respondent

Just what values do people
hold closest to their hearts?
Over two weeks last
November, the Singapore
Press Holdings’ Research,
Analysis and Planning
Department surveyed 503
people selected to closely
resemble the profile of
Singapore’s resident
population. What emerged
was that the most
important values were
those that smooth
interpersonal relations.

People in Singapore value
honesty, kindness and
gratitude, but are
relatively cool to
creativity and curiosity.
What does this say about
the national psyche, and
should society work
harder to promote the
underrated virtues
instead?

What
matters
most?

Life’s meaning: When it comes to 
the crunch, family comes first

What do you value most in life?

Family

Health

Religion

Love

Career

Friends

Wealth

Others

Percentage of respondents

67.99

23.86

3.38

2.58

0.99

0.4

0.4

0.4

Life’s meaning: When it comes to 
the crunch, family comes first

What do you value most in life?

Health

Love

Friends

Others

Percentage of respondents

23.86

2.58

0.4

0.4

Self-control: Who thinks it’s vital*

Above $6,000
$4,001 - $6,000
$2,001 - $4,000
$2,000 and below
No income

Monthly personal income %

50 years and above
40-49 years
30-39 years
15-29 years

%Age group

Degree or higher
Polytechnic diploma
O and A level
N level or below

%Educational qualification

34
45
42
44

45
38
42
35

Love of learning: Who thinks it’s vital*

Above $6,000
$4,001 - $6,000
$2,001 - $4,000
$2,000 and below
No income

Monthly personal income %

50 years and above
40-49 years
30-39 years
15-29 years

%Age group

Degree or higher
Polytechnic diploma
O and A level
N level or below

%Educational qualification

40
50
50
47

54
40
41
49

Courage: Who thinks it’s vital*

Above $6,000
$4,001 - $6,000
$2,001 - $4,000
$2,000 and below
No income

33
32
23
30
31

Monthly personal income %

50 years and above
40-49 years
30-39 years
15-29 years

%Age group

Degree or higher
Polytechnic diploma
O and A level
N level or below

%Educational qualification

29
33
31
24

31
22
28
34

39
37
42
41
39

Hope: Who thinks it’s vital*

Above $6,000
$4,001 - $6,000
$2,001 - $4,000
$2,000 and below
No income

Monthly personal income %

50 years and above
40-49 years
30-39 years
15-29 years

%Age group

Degree or higher
Polytechnic diploma
O and A level
N level or below

%Educational qualification

34
49
42
40

44
38
35
44

50
33
36
49
37

53
46
46
53
40

*Rated it 9 or 10 out of 10
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